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Disclaimer

This document is being made available by Khoemacau Copper Mines (Pty) Ltd (“Khoemacau”). In viewing the information contained in this document, you 
agree to be bound by the following terms and conditions. 

This document, and the information contained in this document and any oral briefing in relation thereto, as applicable, (together, the “Information”) remain 
the property of Khoemacau. Neither this document nor any of the Information may be relied upon by any other person nor used for any other purpose at any 
time without the prior written consent of Khoemacau. 

Neither Khoemacau, nor any of its respective subsidiaries or affiliates, nor any of its respective officers, directors, employees, consultants, advisers or agents, 
accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct, indirect or consequential losses (in contract, tort (including negligence) or otherwise) arising from the use of 
this document or its contents or reliance on the information contained herein. Khoemacau is not responsible for any advice to the addressee, including 
without limitation any specialist advice, including legal, regulatory, accounting, model accounting, tax or other advice.

The Information may contain various plans, estimates, projections and other forward looking information (“Projections”). The Projections are based on 
various assumptions which may or may not be reasonable, involve known and unknown risks and are subject to significant uncertainties and contingencies, 
many of which are outside the control of Khoemacau and which may ultimately prove to be materially incorrect. No representation is made by Khoemacau 
or any other person that any Projection will be achieved. 

The Information has not been independently verified by Khoemacau. Khoemacau nor any of its subsidiaries or affiliates, nor any of its respective directors, 
officers, employees, consultants, advisers or agents, makes any warranty or representation, express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of the 
information which is contained in the Information whether obtained from or based upon third party or public sources or otherwise. Khoemacau has relied on 
any information provided from third party or public sources as true, fair, accurate and not misleading. All opinions, projections and valuations are 
preliminary, indicative and are subject to change without notice. Khoemacau does not undertake any obligation to provide any additional information or to 
update any of the information or the conclusions contained herein or to correct any inaccuracies which may become apparent. Past performance is no 
guarantee of future returns.



Operating in the emerging but highly prospective Kalahari Copper Belt, in the mining friendly region of Botswana, Khoemacau holds 168Mt of high-grade resources at 2.09% copper (“Cu”) and 
27.5g/t silver (“Ag”) with production scaled from 60ktpa to >130ktpa and from 2Mozpa to 5Mozpa of Cu and Ag metal in concentrate, respectively, across a 20+ year mine life

Khoemacau Copper Mining (“Khoemacau”) at a glance
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(1) $412m Actual vs. $397m Budget ≤ 4% variance. Actual spend of $412m reflects extensive COVID mitigation, includes scope changes and COVID expenses, however less mine development completed in project period than budgeted. Refer https://www.khoemacau.com/news-media/latest-news/.
(2) Rounded to the nearest $0.10 and prior to impact of stream costs.
(3) Assuming consensus copper and silver price profiles, before stream costs.

Nominal run-rate EBITDA increasing from 

c.$300m to c.$600m(3) (from Current 
Operations to Expansion)

✓

Current Operations 
(Zone 5 and Boseto)

Regional overview
Production pathway 

(payable metal in concentrate)

Safe modern fully mechanised 
underground operation with first concentrate 

produced in June 2021
✓

Construction on-time and budget(1) with 

Sustainability at the core of Khoemacau✓
Property located in the most prospective 
area of the Kalahari Copper Belt in Botswana✓

Today

✓

Zimbabwe
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Namibia

Johannesburg
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Jwaneng

Gobabis

Windhoek
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South Africa
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Francistown

Orapa

Nata
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Maun

Kilometres

0 100 200Khoemacau Copper
Property boundary

Inferred boundary of the 
Kalahari Copperbelt

Pipeline

+150ktpa Cu 
+6Mozpa Ag

Forecast full 
production

Q4 2022

Expansion 
2025

Expansion Project

>130ktpa Cu
c.5Mozpa Ag

Current Operations (Zone 5)

60-65ktpa Cu
2Mozpa Ag

C1 $1.3/lb(2)

https://www.khoemacau.com/news-media/latest-news/


Khoemacau summary
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High quality asset base 
in an attractive 
jurisdiction

◼ Botswana is a strongly democratic country, being politically and socially supportive of mining with a well-established regulatory framework

◼ Defined 168Mt of high-grade copper MI&I resources at 2.09% copper and 27.5g/t silver 

− Flagship Zone 5 orebody discovered in 2012, hosts 92Mt MI&I and three additional ore-bodies discovered and initially explored in 2016 to 2021 (Zone 5N, Zeta NE and Mango 
NE) in close proximity to Zone 5, host an additional 76Mt MI&I 

◼ Project construction completed in November 2021 on time and budget(1), at industry leading capital intensity of <$6,200/t of run-rate payable Cu eq production 

Flagship Zone 5 mine, 
and upgraded Boseto
Plant, are in production 
as part of Current 
Operations

◼ Mining operations at Zone 5 commenced in February 2020

− Designed and successfully developed as a modern mechanised underground mining operation

◼ Boseto Process Plant and infrastructure commissioned on time with first concentrate produced in June 2021

− Refurbished, expanded and upgraded to 3.65Mtpa

◼ Ramp-up to full production is currently underway; Current Operations to produce 60-65ktpa of copper and 2Mozpa of silver metal in concentrate

◼ Average LOM C1 cash cost of $1.3/lb(2) and AISC of $1.8/lb(2) over a 20+ year mine life

◼ Zone 5 orebody remains open along strike and at depth 

Low risk, brownfield  
Expansion 

◼ Planned expansion increases total production to >130ktpa copper and c.5Moz silver metal in concentrate annually

◼ Mining production rate increased via brownfield expansion at Zone 5 and new mine developments at Zone 5N, Zeta NE and Mango NE

◼ Processing capacity increased from 3.65Mtpa to over 8Mtpa, with construction of a new 4.5Mtpa new concentrator at Zone 5, and continuation of Boseto processing at 3.65Mtpa

◼ Total project capex of c.$600m, with low capital intensity of <$7,000/t of run-rate payable copper equivalent production

◼ Potential for orebody extensions is considered very high with all four mine plans constrained by drilling

Significant exploration 
potential

◼ +4,040km2 property located in the most prospective and largely underexplored area of the Kalahari Copper Belt in Botswana

◼ Substantial exploration pipeline, with multiple targets expected to advance the next wave of deposits beyond Current Operations and planned Expansion

◼ Wide spectrum of targets under evaluation; targeting not only contact hosted Zone 5 style of mineralisation but also alternative styles - as the property is sparsely explored

Focus on Sustainability 
excellence

◼ Achieving excellence in safety(3), health, environment and community

◼ Established ESG framework in accordance with industry best practices, with clear road map to achieve this

◼ Industry best practice on TSF design, execution and governance, despite low risk social and physical setting

◼ Advancing study and market engagement for renewable on-site power generation, with carbon footprint reduction and providing green energy supply

(1) $412m Actual vs. $397m Budget ≤ 4% variance. Actual spend of $412m reflects extensive COVID mitigation, includes scope changes and COVID expenses, however less mine development completed in project period than budgeted. Refer https://www.khoemacau.com/news-media/latest-news/.
(2) Rounded to the nearest $0.10 and prior to impact of stream costs.
(3) Total Recordable Injury Frequency Rate (TRIFR) of 0.39 per 200 000 man hours, over the period Jan 2019 to Jan 2022 covering construction period and initial operations ramp up.

https://www.khoemacau.com/news-media/latest-news/


Mining License 
issued for Zone 5, 
and FS completed

Commence 
Renewable Energy 

Project

Project ramp up 
underway

Advanced engineering 
completed and limited 

project release

Discovery of Zone 5 
and initial resource

Key milestones: achievements and outlook

Fund raising and full 
project release

First concentrate 
produced in June

Expansion FS

Mining and 
processing to reach 

full production 

Completion of 
Zone 5 drilling 

and acquisition of 
Boseto assets

Expansion first 
production
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Expansion PFS 
and drilling

Initial Zone 5 
Resource 13Mt @ 

1.74% Cu eq

3 years from 
discovery to ML 

issuance

Project Funding of
$650m raised

Project construction 
completed for $412m

Zone 5 Resource
92Mt @ 2.33% Cu 
eq, open at depth

3.65Mtpa throughput, and
60-65ktpa Cu, 1.8Mozpa 

Ag design

High grade 
resource 168Mt 

@ 2.09% Cu; 
and 27.5g/t Ag

Activities Key Facts

From discovery to 60-65ktpa Cu metal in concentrate production in 9 years for Current Operations, with an even shorter pathway to >130ktpa Cu metal in concentrate production for the Expansion

Historical 

Current Year 

Forecast

Full production 
ramped up by Q4

Mining achieves 
c.40% of design 
rate in Q4 ’21 

through Jan 22

Expansion to
>130ktpa Cu and 

c.5Mozpa Ag 
metal in 

concentrate

2025202320222021202020192017 - 201820152012

Expansion ramp-up

Mine development 
commenced Feb. & 
first ore mined Aug.

9 years from 
discovery to 
production



(1) Per 200k hours. Over the 13.9m man hours worked from commencement of construction in January 2019 through construction completion and operations ramp up to the end January 2022.
(2) Impact on stoping due to significant loss of shifts in key production roles and continued constraints on skilled operator availability due to travel restrictions, in particular ex Australia, combined with normal course adjustment of drill and blast practise to local conditions.

Strong safety performance through construction and transition to operations with TRIFR of 0.39(1)

COVID impacts have been moderated across construction, with more significant impact on stoping(2) ramp-up in late 2021 
Health & Safety

High quality concentrate under 3 year 
off-take agreement

High quality surface 
infrastructure, power and 
water services proven

✓
Nameplate throughput and 
efficiencies achieved on hauling and 
processing. Optimisation underway

✓

Khoemacau today
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Mining Processing and haulage Infrastructure
Concentrate 
/ sales

Underground ore production reaches 
205ktpm or c.70% of design 
throughput in April 2022

✓

Zone 5 UG mine with decline access via 3 boxcuts
Boseto process plant comprising conventional 3 stage 
crushing, ball milling and bulk sulphide flotation

Power supply from National Grid
First ore mined in August 2020 with ramp up to 60-65ktpa 
Cu metal production by H2 2022

Ore hauled on sealed 35km haulroad from Zone 5 UG Mine 
to the Boseto Processing plant with 140t road trains

Paved sealed haul and access roads

Fully operational in 
concentrate sales, 
handling & exports

✓

Concentrate bags loaded for first 
shipment offsite in July 2021



Brownfield Expansion leveraging existing infrastructure underpins pathway 
to >130ktpa copper & >5Moz silver metal in concentrate production
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The Expansion will involve mining of Zone 5’s Current Operations as well as underground mechanised mining at three nearby ore-bodies (Zone 5N, Zeta NE and Mango NE) delivering 
8Mtpa of ore for treatment at a new 4.5Mtpa concentrator at Zone 5, along with the existing 3.65Mtpa Boseto Concentrator, producing in excess of 130ktpa copper & 5Moz silver metal 
in concentrate

Expansion utilises significant existing infrastructure… 

Mining

Processing

Concentrate 
/ sales

Direct from 
Zone 5 UG

Zone 5

Concentrate 
Handling and 

Sales

Mango Zone 5 North

Road train 
haulage to 
Boseto

Zeta 
North-East

Existing underground 
mine

New underground mines

Tailings Storage 
Facility

Zone 5 
Process Plant

4.5Mtpa

Boseto 
Process Plant

3.65Mtpa

Power, water 
and other 
services

Shared infrastructure 

Tailings Storage 
Facility

New Expansion infrastructureExisting infrastructure

…to increase run-rate capacity to >130ktpa copper metal in concentrate

Ktpa Cu metal  
in concentrate
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Large land package and resource footprint underpins significant 
extension and exploration potential
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▪ Khoemacau maintains a significant land package across the most prospective area 
of the Kalahari Copper Belt

− 4,040km2 property area hosts multiple mineralisation styles

▪ Significant potential to enlarge existing resources at Zone 5 and Expansion 
deposits (Zone 5N, Zeta NE and Mango NE), all are open at depth

− Known and identified orebody extensions are expected to maintain a 
production profile >130kt per annum of copper metal in concentrate to 2040+ 
and extend the existing 20+ year mine life 

▪ Near term exploration focus is finding and advancing the next wave of deposits to 
be developed following the Expansion project

− Khoemacau’s broader exploration pipeline includes 237Mt of JORC defined 
resources

− Currently advancing a wide spectrum of targets across the license area

Khoemacau property

(1) Other resources include: Zeta UG, Banana Zone HG, Plutus, Chalcocite, Selene, Zone 6 and Ophion.

Khoemacau property

Stylised geological long section from Zone 5 to Boseto showing the 
sequence of anticlines and synclines that host the mineralised contact

Khoemacau Copper Resources table (as of June ’21)

Current resourceMineralised contact

Ground surface

Sandfire
Motheo Project

Exploration Projects / other resources

Prospective Mineralized Contact

Property Boundary

Sandfire Property Boundary

Current Operations (Zone 5 UG / Boseto Plant)

Expansion deposits

Zone 5N

Zone 5

Mango NE

Zeta NE

Banana Zone

MAUN

Sethithwa

Makakung

Totena

Kuke

Bodibeng

D’Kar

Zone 6

N

Boseto

0 KM 30

Kgwebe

Banana 
Peel

South 
Dome

Zone 9

A4 T3

Ghanzi

Villages

Zeta UG

/

Selene

Ophion

Resources Mt Cu (%) Ag (g/t) Cu (Mt) Ag (Moz)

Zone 5 92.4 2.15 22.1 2.0 65.7

Expansion 75.7 2.01 34.0 1.5 82.7

Total 168.1 2.09 27.5 3.5 148.4

Other 
resources(1) 236.7 1.11 13.1 2.6 99.7

Total resources 404.7 1.52 19.1 6.1 248.1



Partnering and working with leading mining business partners

Khoemacau’s full spectrum of capabilities

Khoemacau’s delivery strategy is based on world class internal expertise and leadership, supported by credible funders, sector leading contractors and specialist consultants

(1) Including Founders and Directors.
(2) Comprised of $250m of principal and $25m of capitalized interest - subsequently upsized to $260m and $33m, respectively.
(3) Silver Stream covers 90% of noted production and will reduce by 50% upon delivery to Royal Gold of 33.6Moz for the 84% silver stream and 40Moz. 

Experienced and diverse management team

◼ Decades of experience in base and precious metal operations in Africa, Australia and LatAm across all dimensions 

of developing, operating and financing underground and surface mining businesses in remote locations

Johan Ferreira
CEO

John Munro
Exec Director 

Corporate 
Finance

Dale Quaker
CFO 

Cupric

Jaco Maritz
CFO 

Khoemacau

Boikobo Paya
Exec Director 
Stakeholder 
Engagement, 

Sustainability & 
Compliance

Kevin Moxham
Khoemacau GM

Warren Rigelsford
Chief of Staff, 

Expansion Study Director

Backed by credible owners and funders

Highly skilled workforce: largely Batswana supplemented by specialist international skills

◼ Majority of professionals involved in project design and implementation moved into operations 

◼ Successfully tapped the pool of professional skills and mining and processing experience in Botswana

◼ Continuous focus on training and development of the national workforce, by the company and contractors

94% of company employees and 70% of 

Site management are Batswana
9% of company employees 

are from local district

◼ Disciplined and detailed engineering, planning, project and operations management by Owner’s team

◼ 18 months of design, engineering and procurement undertaken between FS completion and construction

◼ Contracting industry leading partners but demanding excellence in performance

◼ Funds advised by GNRI(1) have owned Khoemacau since 2012 with RCF investing in Khoemacau during 2019

◼ In 2019 Khoemacau raised a $650m financing package, comprising $275m(2) senior debt from RK Mine Finance, $265m 

silver stream(3) and $25m subordinated debt from Royal Gold, and $85m in new equity from GNRI and RCF 

◼ Royal Gold silver stream(3) covers LoM production of Zone 5 and Mango NE deposits, with remaining expansion 

unencumbered

1 4

32

8

Owners Funders

88.1%(1) 11.9%
Contract mining

Haulage services

EPCM

Offtake 
partner

Laboratory

✓ ✓

Tailings 
storage facility

Mmama Mhlanga-
Fichani
VP  HR

Chrisjan v. Wyk
Project Director
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Khoemacau in context
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One of the largest scale new copper mines constructed (2017-2025)…

Annual Cu production (First 10 year avg. ktpa)

In-production 
(construction completed)

Pre-production 
(under construction)

1st year production

Brownfield

2023

34

PE

2021

34

PE

2021

34

PE

2021

2

US

2019

7

AU

2021

2025

11

BW

2023

11

BW

2017

n.a.

CN

2021

57

DRC

2023

42

MX

2019

58

EC

2022

24

RU

2017

n.a.

KZ

2021

n.a.

RS

2018

24

RUCL

2022

30

CL

2021

30

PE

2018

34

2020

2

US

2018

57

DRC

2024

30

CL ZM

2018

51

2017

16

AU

2020 Fraser overall investment 
attractiveness ranking (out of 77)(1)

Source: Wood Mackenzie, Company information, Fraser Institute.
Note: n.a. for any jurisdiction with fewer than 5 responses in the survey. 
(1) Based on the Policy Perception Index (PPI) and results from the Best Practices Mineral Potential Index.
(2) 3.2Mtpa base case illustrated, with 5.2Mtpa expansion DFS due in Q3 2022. Expansion (vs base) production of 41.6ktpa over 10.5 years (vs. 26.5ktpa over 12.5 years).

n.a.

PA

2019

200kt 100-200kt 50-100kt <50kt

(2)



Capricorn
Copper

Metalkol KCM
Zone5+Phase

2

Timok Kamoa Kakula
Phase 1

Lone Star
Oxide

Carrapateena Motheo Mantoverde
Sulphide

Bystrinskoe Toquepala
Expansion

Udokan Mirador Buenavista Chambishi
Expansion

Quellaveco
Project

Aktogay QB2 Pulang Cobre Panama Spence Gunnison
SxEw

Mina Justa
(Marcona)

Mina Justa
SxEw

<7,000

Khoemacau in context (cont’d)
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...with industry leading capital intensity attributes

Capital Intensity ($/tpa Cu eq- 10Y avg.)

In-production 
(construction completed)

Pre-production 
(under construction)

1st year production

Brownfield

2017

34

PE

2023

34

PE

2021

34

PE

2021

2

US

2019

16

AU

2021

7

AU

2018

n.a.

PA

2022

2025

11

BW

2020

58

EC

2017

n.a.

CN

2021

57

DRC

2018

42

MX

2017

24

RU

2018

30

CL

2019

n.a.

KZ

2021

n.a.

RS

2021

34

PE

2023

57

DRC

2019

2

US

2022

24

RU

2024

51

ZM

2023

30

CL

2021

30

CL

2018

11

BW

2020 Fraser overall investment 
attractiveness ranking (out of 77)(1)

Source: Wood Mackenzie, Company information, Fraser Institute.
Note: n.a. for any jurisdiction with fewer than 5 responses in the survey. 
(1) Based on the Policy Perception Index (PPI) and results from the Best Practices Mineral Potential Index.
(2) 3.2Mtpa base case illustrated, with 5.2Mtpa expansion DFS due in Q3 2022. Expansion (vs base) capex of $366m ($259m) with production of 41.6ktpa over 10.5 years (vs. 26.5ktpa over 12.5 years).

6,182

< 10,000 $/tpa < 10,000 < 20,000 $/tpa > 20,000 $/tpa

(2)



Khoemacau summary
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Significant exploration potential

4

Flagship Zone 5 mine and upgraded Boseto Plant, are in production as part of Current 
Operations

2

Focus on Sustainability excellence
5

High quality asset base in an attractive jurisdiction
1

Low risk brownfield Expansion

3



Botswana: an attractive investment jurisdiction with conducive 
location for mining operations
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(1) S&P, Moody’s and Fitch ratings reports as of February 2022.
(2) EIU report as of November 2021.
(3) Inauguration on 30 July 2021. 

Attractive sovereign rating and risk profileA

Credit ratings(1) Risks(2)

Country Currency Political

Australia AAA Aaa AAA A A AA

USA AAA Aaa AAA A A AA

Chile A A1 A- BBB BBB AA

Botswana BBB+ A3 n.a. BBB A A

Peru BBB+ Baa1 BBB BBB BBB BB

Russia BBB- Baa3 BBB BB BB CCC

Zambia CCC- Ca RD CCC CCC CCC

D.R.C. CCC+ Caa2 CCC B CCC D

Strong governanceB

In-country benefits1

Attractive investment climateC Established mining jurisdictionD

President and 1st Lady of Botswana at inauguration(3)

#1
in Africa

Political 
stability

National 
recognition

Experienced 
regulators

Absence of
violence/
terrorism

Regulatory 
quality

Rule of law
Control of 
corruption

#1
in Africa

& #11
worldwide

Mineral potential

Policy perception

Regional infrastructure advantages2

Proximity to ports minimised operational and construction risk✓

Excellent paved road and air access ✓

Proximity to extensive mining services in South Africa✓

◼ Investment grade sovereign credit rating (BBB+) and attractive overall risk profile (A-rated)

Favourable jurisdictional dynamics of Botswana, which holds strong investment grade sovereign rating, is supported by a stable, established and attractive mining policy framework 
and excellent local and regional infrastructure to support mining

Walvis Bay

Johannesburg

Durban

South Africa

Namibia

Botswana

c.1,600 km

c.1,000 km

c.1,000 km

1



Khoemacau benefits from unique geological dynamics of the region
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Geology overview

◼ Zone 5 and the adjacent deposits are characterised as structurally controlled, 
sediment hosted strata-bound copper-silver deposits

◼ The sequence stratigraphy has been extensively folded following a period of NW-
SE compression leading to multiple NE-SW striking anticlines and synclines

◼ Economic mineralisation is predominately located at or near the stratigraphic 
redox contact and controlled by small changes in sediment deposition and 
structural geometry

◼ The folded sequence repeats the stratigraphic contact and economic 
mineralisation several times across the Project area

◼ The structural pattern delivers a series of NE-SW trending folds and limbs over 
several km strike length repeating deposits 

◼ Khoemacau has focused exploration in the NE structural corridor from Zone 9 to 
Boseto over recent years

◼ The intensity and scale of mineralisation seen in this corridor is driven by 
stratigraphic architecture, basin depositional facies, significant structural 
complexity (rifting and compression) and proximity to the intrusive volcanic unit –
a likely contributor of copper metals and understood to increase structural 
geometry and permeability

A’A

Zeta NE Zone 5N

Zone 5

Mango Zone 9

A

A’

Boseto

The Zone 5 to Boseto corridor has already yielded 168Mt at 2.09% Cu and 27.5g/t Ag, all deposits remain open at depth and multiple active exploration targets

Zone 5 to Boseto

1

Stylised geological long section from Zone 5 to Boseto showing the sequence of 
anticlines and synclines that host the mineralised contact

Current resourceMineralised contact

Ground surface



Khoemacau Current Operations snapshot
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▪ Boseto processing plant subject to $91m(1) of investment for extensive 
refurbishment with volumetric and metallurgic upgrades undertaken

− Upgraded to 3.65Mtpa capacity and delivering c.88% and 84% Cu and Ag 
recoveries, and high-grade copper/silver concentrate

▪ Dry build TSF design and construction to GISTM standards and safety 
systems, further mitigated by low-risk social and physical setting

Processing2

3

Overview of Current Operations 

▪ Zone 5 is a single tabular, highly continuous, resource which is open at depth
− Dimensions offer highly productive mining at low costs with excellent 

safety
▪ Mine design maximises productivity  of development and mining operations

− 3 box cuts, with twin spiral declines providing multiple mine faces per 
level, maximizing flexibility

Mining1

Current Operations comprise fully mechanised underground mining at Zone 5, road haulage to Boseto, for conventional sulphide processing at 3.65Mtpa of ore, producing a high 
quality concentrate containing annual payable metals of 60-65ktpa copper and c.2Moz of silver

2

▪ Power from national grid - with no reliance on diesel power generators

▪ Water access from Haka wellfield via 40km underground pipeline to Zone 5

▪ Sealed haulage roads, paved across the 35km from Zone 5 to Boseto
processing plant suitable for 140t trucks being operated

▪ Infrastructure equipment is Scada controlled remotely

Infrastructure4

5

6

7

▪ On-site handling, sampling and bag loading operations

▪ Concentrate is exported from Botswana via either Namibia or South Africa

▪ Sought after concentrate under 3 year off-take with Trafigura

− High payable metal content, with low contaminants, which lowers 
transportation costs and allows for blending

▪ Zone 5 has a silver streaming agreement in place with Royal Gold

Concentrate / 
sales

2

Map of Current Operations

TSF

Boseto
processing 

plant 

Haka 
wellfield 

Grid 
substation Haka 

pipeline

Access road

Boseto
wellfield

2

1

3

6

7

4

6

N

Zone 5 
U/G

Workshop & 
accommodation

0 KM 5

Haulage road

132kv
Transmission line

5

National
Grid

(1) Inclusive of allocated EPCM costs.



Zone 5 Deposit: Significant resource, ideal for large scale mechanised
mining, and high resource confidence
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2

(1) Resources reported at c.1% Cu cut off.
(2) Net of all mine planning factors.
(3) Reserves prepared using $3.0/Ib Cu and $17.8/Oz Ag.

Zone 5 deposit

◼ Zone 5 mineralisation averages 10m width and is largely continuous over 4,200m 
of strike and 1,200m vertically, where it is open at depth

◼ The orebody is geometrically very consistent both on strike and down dip

◼ These dimensions together with remarkable continuity of grade in all directions 
make this orebody ideal for large scale fully mechanised mining, offering

‒ Excellent safety

‒ High productivity, delivering competitive unit mine costs

‒ Multiple attack points from multiple declines offering significant scale

Zone 5 ideal for large scale mechanised mining1

◼ Resource development of Zone 5 in 2014 and 2015 drilling indicated 100% 
conversion of inferred blocks to indicated in terms of tonnes and grades

◼ The 2018/2019 grade control drill programme undertaken from surface of initial
stoping areas confirmed resource model tonnage and copper grades and 
suggested silver grade may be underpredicted

◼ Experience to date in the Zone 5 Mine during ore development and initial stoping
indicates strong confidence in the resource model and called grades 

Resource confidence2

Oblique long Section of Zone 5 deposit looking north, showing copper equivalent content 
contours (Cu eq*m) and mine development layout for upper levels of the mine

Cu eq% x Length

< 0 - 4

4 – 8

8 – 12 

12 – 16 

16 – 20 

>= 20

Tonnes (Mt) Cu grade (%) Ag grade (g/t)

Resources (inclusive of Reserves)(1)

Measured 16.5 2.40 22.2

Indicated 26.2 2.17 21.1

Inferred 49.6 2.05 22.6

Total Zone 5 Resources 92.4 2.15 22.1

Life of Mine Plan: plant feed basis(2) 75.0 2.00 21.0

Reserves(3)

Proven 11.0 2.19 20.8

Probable 22.9 1.95 19.2

Total Reserves 34.0 2.03 19.7

Zone 5 mineral Reserves & Resources (June 2021)

2



Development design

Zone 5 Mine design maximises the potential of the resource base
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Mine design

◼ Orebody dips c.60°with average thickness of 10 meters

◼ Excellent strike & depth continuity of mineralization

‒ Mineable sulphides start at 100mbs

◼ Three box cuts and spiral decline systems

◼ 3 mining corridors each with dedicated infrastructure

‒ In effect 3 individual mines, averaging 1.2 to 2.0 Mtpa 

◼ Extensive mine engineering ahead of execution and success of initial operations has de-
risked the design

◼ Fully mechanised conventional sub level open stoping, with planned conversion to backfill 
in future:

‒ 21 tonne loaders and 63 tonne haul trucks

◼ Typical stopes: dip height 30m x strike length 40m x Width 8.5m

◼ Geotechnical performance of waste and ore zones to expectation

Orthogonal view of Zone 5, decline and stope layouts – looking northeast

◼ Innovative twin decline systems, maximising efficiency and strike reach

◼ Flexible strike length - Improved tonne / vertical metre

‒ Increased number of stoping fronts per level (from 2 to 4)

◼ Parallel return air systems – contaminated air exhausting directly to return airways

◼ Twin electrical networks and centralised pumping system per corridor 

◼ Ore pass system – improves stope productivity

◼ Truck loops on level – improves safety & haul productivity

Well-invested and highly efficient modern underground mine

2



Boseto processing plant upgraded to 3.65Mtpa capacity
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Key features and implications of Boseto processing process

◼ Boseto Process Plant was acquired as part of the acquisition of Discovery Copper 
Botswana in 2015

◼ Khoemacau has invested $91m(1) in the refurbishment, upgrade and expansion of the 
process plant, fit for treating sulphide ores from the Zone 5 underground mine

Brownfields process plant1

◼ Metallurgical processing involves conventional bulk sulphide treatment and recovery 
including

‒ 3-stage crushing and single-stage ball milling

‒ Flash flotation, followed by conventional rougher flotation

‒ Cleaner flotation with Jameson cells

‒ Concentrate Regrind using Glencore HIG mill

‒ The process is widely used in the base metals industry

◼ Metallurgical design parameters achieved in 2021

Metallurgy and processing is conventional2

◼ Zone 5 ore treated at Boseto produces a high copper (c.40% Cu) and high silver (c.400g/t 
Ag) concentrate that is largely free of penalty elements

‒ This concentrate is widely sought after in the seaborne market and attractive offtake 
terms have been secured

High quality concentrate3

◼ Industry best practice on dry-build TSF design and construction, adhering to GISTM 
standards and safety systems

◼ Low risk social and physical setting

Tailings storage facility4

2

(1) Inclusive of allocated EPCM costs.



◼ Haulage of ore from Zone 5 mine to the Boseto Process Plant is undertaken 
on a 35 km bitumen-paved haul road

‒ Haulage is undertaken by 140t side tipper road trains

‒ Haul road is dedicated to haulage and designed for high efficiency, low
cost loading, hauling and offloading operations

‒ Direct dump from road trains to process plant feed hopper

◼ Dedicated and sealed haul road with adjacent access road, ensures human 
and animal safety

‒ Remote location, with nearest community more than 25km away, 
endorses safety

‒ Flat road with excellent visibility improves haulage productivity

Khoemacau surface infrastructure
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Bitumen paved sealed roads for efficient haulage

Road train for haulage

Other surface infrastructure

◼ Large scale work shop, warehouses and consumable facilities dedicated to 
mining operations at Zone 5

◼ Accommodation and office facilities dedicated to Zone 5 operations located
nearby for efficient access but outside workshop noise radius

◼ Camp Facilities at Boseto and Toteng, along with those at Zone 5 offer a total 
accommodation of 1,315 beds. All camp facilities located and design to 
maximise comfort of the work force

Zone 5 Surface Infrastructure AreaZone 5 Surface Maintenance Area, adjacent to box cuts

Bitumen sealed haul road

2



◼ Commercial power connected to mine site from an extension of the 
Botswana National Grid

‒ 50km 132kV transmission line construction with two 20MVA 132/11kV 
substations at Zone 5 and Boseto

‒ No reliance on diesel generators, except for emergency power

‒ Long term power purchase agreement in place with BPC

◼ Current Operations (Zone 5) estimated peak demand of 42MW over LoM
(28MW Mining / 14MW Processing)

◼ Current Operations (Zone 5) power line is sized to accommodate Expansion

‒ Expansion has a higher peak demand of 85MW (56MW Mining / 29MW 
Processing)

◼ Water is sourced from Khoemacau owned Boseto and Haka wellfields 

‒ Supplemented by mine dewatering

◼ Haka water system licensed for 2Ml/day: pumped through high-density 
polyethylene pipeline from 5 boreholes to the reservoir and then pumped 
onto Zone 5 via 40km of buried pipeline

‒ System has telemetry for monitoring and remote control

◼ Studies have identified sources to meet the Expansion’s needs from 
expansion of the Haka wellfield, and a number of new wellfields

Khoemacau water and power infrastructure
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Water sources

Haka reservoir (2Ml) with booster pumping station and 11kV substation Typical borehole installation

BPC Legotlhwane 220/132kV Substation – with Khoemacau bay Zone 5 132/11kV Substation with standby diesel power generators 

National grid power connected to site

2

Khoemacau 132kV 
transmission line

Khoemacau 132kV Bay



Contractor Function Description

Mining contractor ◼ 5 year Underground Mining Contract worth c.A$800m, awarded in 2019

◼ Scope of services include mine construction, development, diamond drilling, 
stoping and establishment of underground mine infrastructure

◼ Contractor provided Sandvik fleet including D421 and D422i Jumbos, LH621i  tele 
remote loaders, TH663i haul trucks, and the Rhino raise borer

Offtaker ◼ 3 year concentrate sales agreement

◼ Offtake terms based on annual TC/RC benchmark terms agreed between major 
Asian smelter and miners

Haulage services ◼ Provides ore haulage from Zone 5 to Boseto over 35km 

◼ Contractor supplied and operated 140 tonne road trains incorporating Volvo prime 
movers and dual tipper trailers

Engineering, procurement 
and construction 
management (“EPCM”)

◼ Provided front-end engineering and design phase to establish a capital-efficient 
surface infrastructure design and execution plan for Khoemacau

◼ Comprehensive metallurgical design  and flow sheet

◼ Full EPCM service for all surface construction activities

Process equipment ◼ The majority of process equipment is Metso:Outotec by origin

◼ Provided extensive, refurbishment, commissioning services and continues to 
support operations

Tailings Storage Facility 
Operations

◼ 3 year contract to operate and maintain all aspects of the Tailings Storage Facility

◼ Compliance with GISTM Standards subject to routine EoR (Knight Piésold) reviews

Best-in-class business partners to support Current Operations

20

Sandvik 422i Autonomous Jumbo being commissioned Nov’2020

Sandvik TH663i underground haul truck

Road train at tip bin

22



Khoemacau Expansion snapshot
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Expansion deposits (Zone 5N, Zeta NE, Mango NE) Zone 5

Overview of Expansion 

Workshop & 
accommodation

The Expansion is materially de-risked involving substantially the same mining and processing methods as Current Operations, leverages existing infrastructure while Management 
now has extensive procurement and execution experience on this Site

3

▪ Metallurgical characteristics are in line with Zone 5

▪ High payable metal content, with low contaminants

▪ Silver production from the Expansion Deposits, with the exception of Mango 
NE, are unencumbered by existing streaming agreements

Concentrate / 
sales

New Expansion infrastructureExisting infrastructure

3

▪ Zone 5 mine expanded to 4.5Mtpa, from 3.65Mtpa, as idle 3rd decline 
system ramps up

▪ New mines at Zone 5 North, Zeta NE, and Mango NE, replicating twin decline 
system and mining method proven at Zone 5, to add 3.65Mtpa of ore mined

▪ Extension drilling is at an early stage with all deposits open at depth and 
multiple opportunities to extend mineable resource

Mining1

2

3

4

▪ PFS level process design for the Expansion by lead engineers and Fluor

▪ New 4.5Mtpa processing plant dedicated to processing Zone 5 ores while 
Boseto will switch to treating the ores for the 3 Expansion Deposits

− Processing reallocation across 8Mtpa capacity creates haulage 
efficiencies

Processing5

6

7

▪ Powerline to national grid is already sized to accommodate the Expansion

▪ Study on renewable energy generation on-site underway

▪ Multiple water sources from Boseto and Haka wellfields that can cater to 
the requirements for the Expansion

▪ Ore to Boseto hauled via existing sealed roads with much of the existing 
infrastructure leveraged in delivering the Expansion

▪ Expansion is primarily located within or will be an extension to existing 
mining licenses

Infrastructure8

9

10

11

Map of Current Operations and Expansion

6

10

11
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Mining

Processing

Concentrate / 
sales
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Expansion utilises significant existing infrastructure… 

Direct from 
Zone 5 UG

Zone 5

Concentrate 
Handling and 

Sales

Mango Zone 5 North

Road train 
haulage to 
Boseto

Zeta 
North-East

Existing underground mine New underground mines

Tailings 
Storage Facility

Zone 5 
Process Plant

4.5Mtpa

Boseto Process 
Plant

3.65Mpta

Power, water and 
other services

Shared infrastructure 

Tailings Storage 
Facility

New Expansion infrastructureExisting infrastructure

Project DevelopmentInfrastructure and ServicesProcess Plant DesignMetallurgyMine Design

▪ JORC compliant resources 
completed for all deposits

▪ Geotechnical sampling, 
analysis and modelling 
undertaken on each deposit

▪ Mine design based on Zone 
5 experience, applying 
deposits specific parameters 
to each design

▪ Initial testwork
undertaken on the 3 
Expansion deposits

▪ In general metallurgical 
characteristics are in 
line with Zone 5

▪ Fluor lead engineer

▪ Trade off studies, including initial 
costing and evaluation of metallurgical 
characteristics defined 3 stage crushing 
and ball milling as preferred route

▪ Fluor has prepared PFS level process 
design, plant design and costing, 
including support infrastructure

▪ Regional grid and Company’s Site 
power distribution sized for the 
Expansion

▪ Extensive regional water source 
studies and Expansion Project LOM 
water system and strategy defined

▪ Study resources are combination of in house 
technical experts and external specialists (all 
“proven” on the current operating mine)

− EPCM, mine planning, metallurgy, geotech, 
hydrotech and infra

▪ ESIA scoping and land access assessment are 
advancing

▪ Majority of development would be inside / nearby 
existing MLs and on land controlled by the  Company

3

Zone 5 Zone 5 North Zeta NE Mango NE

…to increase run-rate capacity to >130ktpa copper metal in concentrate
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Khoemacau Expansion (cont’d)
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◼ Expansion involves two key construction aspects

‒ Developing the resources at Zone 5 North, Mango NE and Zeta NE to feed the existing Boseto plant (replacing the 3.65Mtpa Zone 5 feed to Boseto)

‒ Increasing production from the Zone 5 underground operations to fill a new 4.5Mpta plant that will be constructed at Zone 5

(1) Zone 5 North, Zeta NE and Mango NE mine layouts are tailored for each deposit and incorporate initial geotechnical information in stope sizing, pillars.

Current Operations Expansion(2) 2025 onwards

Resource

Orebody Zone 5 Total Expansion(2) Zone 5 Zone 5 North Zeta NE Mango NE

Size (Mt) / Cu grade (%) 92 @ 2.15% 168 @ 2.09% 92 @ 2.15% 26 @ 2.15% 29 @ 2.01% 21 @ 1.84%

Mining Mined resource (Mt) 75 114 75 10 20 9

Cu grade (%) 2.00% 1.96% 2.00% 2.18% 1.74% 1.80%

Ag grade (g/t) 21 25 21 36 34 24

Rates (Mtpa) 3.65 8.15 4.50 3.65

Design 3 Boxcut, all twin decline Twin decline based on Zone 5 fleet Twin decline Based on Zone 5 fleet and style of mining

Processing Plant / Milling Rate (annual 
capacity Mtpa)

Boseto Plant /
3.65

Boseto + Zone 5 Plant / 
8.15

New Zone 5 Plant /
4.50

Boseto Plant /
3.65

Key Stats
Product

High copper (c.40% Cu) and high silver 
(c.400g/t Ag) concentrate

Comparable product to Current Operations

Avg. steady state production 
(ktpa Cu)(1) metal

60-65 132 76 19 23 14

Royal Gold stream 


Z5 and Mango NE only    

Offtake
Trafigura 

(3 year contract)
No No No No No

33

(1) Current Operations production average for the period 2022 to 2041, Expansion is the 10 year average for the period 2026 to 2035.
(2) Expansion is inclusive of Current Operations.



Geology of Expansion deposits
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◼ Located on the northern limb of the same regional anticline as Zone 5 (mirror 
image to Zone 5)

◼ Dips toward the NW at -65 degrees

◼ Economic mineralisation has a strike length of 1.6km and averages 5m width

◼ Resource: 25.6 Mt @2.15% Cu & 38.0g/t Ag

Zone 5 North11

◼ Located on the northern limb of a regional anticline 16km toward the NW of Zone 5

◼ Dips steeply toward the NW at -80 degrees

◼ Economic mineralisation has a strike length of 1.9km and averages 4m width

◼ Resource: 29.0 Mt @2.01% Cu & 39.7g/t Ag

Zeta NE22

◼ Mango NE is located on the same limb as Zone 5, 10km along strike to the SW

◼ Dips toward the SE at -65 degrees

◼ Economic mineralisation has a strike length of 1.5km and average width of 6m

◼ Resource: 21.1 Mt @1.84% Cu & 21.3g/t Ag

Mango NE33

Zone 5 to BosetoKey features of Expansion deposits

3

Stylised geological long section from Zone 5 to Boseto showing the sequence of 
anticlines and synclines that host the mineralised contact

Zeta NE
Zone 5N

Zone 5

Mango Zone 9

A

A’

Boseto

2

1

3

Current resourceMineralised contact

Ground surface



Mine design based on Zone 5 experience, applying deposits specific 
parameters to each design
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Zone 5 North11

Mango NE22

Zeta NE33

Zone 5 North Long Section showing outline of mine development and 
stopes11

Mango NE Long Section showing outline of mine development and stopes
2
2Zeta NE Long Section showing outline of mine development and stopes3

Expansion project drilling is at an early stage, deposits remain open

3

Mine plan: 

Extension: Close the apparent central low grade saddle that is based on a single hole intersection

▪ Contains 10.3Mt @ 2.2% Cu, 36.3g/t Ag, 2.5% Cu eq

▪ Extensions to NE plunging high grade zones along strike and at depth

▪ Close the apparent central low grade saddle that is based on a single hole intersection

Mine plan: 

Extension: Close the apparent central low grade saddle that is based on a single hole intersection

▪ Contains 9.04Mt @ 1.8% Cu, 23.5g/t Ag, 2.0% Cu eq

▪ Extend the Central and NE plunging high grade zone testing transitional facies and associated structures

▪ Close the apparent low grade intersection in the SW based on one hole

Mine plan: 

Extension: Close the apparent central low grade saddle that is based on a single hole intersection

▪ Contains 19.6Mt @ 1.7% Cu, 33.9g/t Ag, 1.9% Cu eq

▪ Extend high grade plunge toward the NE

▪ Close the apparent central low grade saddle that is based on a single hole intersection



Exploration Programs
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◼ Advancing a wide spectrum of targets across the license area

◼ Targeting both stratigraphic and structural redox boundaries at the red bed contact and 
higher up in the stratigraphy (not previously explored)

◼ Exploration includes diamond and RC drilling, aeromagnetic geophysical surveys and 
geochemical programs

◼ Extensive regional and deposit scale studies, modelling basin architecture and sediment 
deposition to identify major stratigraphic and structural redox boundaries

Mineral Resources(1)

Mt %Cu g/t Ag

Commissioning Zone 5 92.4 2.15 22.1

Expansion

Z5N 25.6 2.15 38.0

Zeta NE 29.0 2.01 39.7

Mango NE 21.1 1.84 21.3

High grade Zone 5 to Boseto 168.5 2.09 27.4

Resource pipeline Zeta UG 18.9 1.54 25.0

Concept(2)

Selene N.Limb 16.9 1.00 16.0

Ophion 14.0 1.00 12.0

Zone 6 16.7 0.90 4.0

Banana Zone HG(3) 55.8 1.09 15.5

Chaclocite 32.7 0.64 6.0

Plutus 81.7 1.31 13.0

Exploration
(recent selected interections)

Zone 9 1.2% / 14m; 2.1% / 5m; 1.9% / 5m

Selene S.Limb 2.0% / 8m; 3.1% / 5m

South Dome 2.4% / 7m; 1.9% / 8m; 2.1% / 9m

Kwebe North 2.3% / 4m; 1.7% / 2m

Kwebe Central 1.33% / 10m; 2.4% / 2m

Banana Peel Buried dome AEM anomaly

Zone 6 S.Limb Structural AEM anomaly

Southern South Limb Structural AEM anomaly

(1) Zone 5, Zone 5 North, Zeta NE & Mango NE Resources are JORC compliant, reported at 1% Cu cut off grades and various dates.
(2) Concept Resources follow JORC guidelines and industry best practices, reported at various cut off grades and dates.
(3) Includes NE Fold, New Discovery, S Limb Definition and S Limb.

Focused on finding and advancing the next wave of deposits to be developed following Khoemacau’s Expansion 

Overview of activities
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Khoemacau’s property

Sandfire
Motheo Project

Exploration Projects / other resources

Prospective Mineralized Contact

Property Boundary

Sandfire Property Boundary

Current Operations (Zone 5 UG / Boseto Plant)

Expansion

Zone 5N

Zone 5

Mango NE

Zeta NE

Banana Zone

MAUN

Sethithwa

Makakung

Totena

Kuke

Bodibeng

D’Kar

Zone 6

N

Boseto

0 KM 30

Kgwebe

Banana 
Peel

South 
Dome

Zone 9

A4 T3

Ghanzi

Villages

Zeta UG

/

Selene

Ophion



◼ A 2019 airborne electro-magnetic (AEM) survey was flown across priority 
geological zones

◼ This program targeted buried structures (folds, limbs and domes), that had not 
been identified previously. Various targets were identified through this 
program

◼ Targets with priority geological settings, like Banana Peel are being followed up 

◼ Banana Peel is located adjacent to a volcanic dome, is interpreted as a basin 
high and major fold closure that sits within a local structural corridor

Multiple AEM generated targets

◼ Located adjacent to a volcanic dome

◼ Basin architecture displays transitional facies

◼ Several NNE trending structures & accompanying parasitic folds

◼ Initial drilling returned economic grades of 2.54% Cu eq over an average 5m width

Zone 9

◼ Located on strike to Mango NE and adjacent to a volcanic dome

◼ Basin architecture displays intact carbonate & transitional facies at basin margin 
from SW to NE

◼ Abundant NNE trending structure & parasitic folds

◼ Initial drilling returned economic grades of 1.93% Cu eq over an average 5m width

Exploration: typical Khoemacau exploration targets

2

AEM profile through Banana Peel showing a discontinuity 
within a shallow dipping strong conductive unit along an anticline fold hinge

South Dome1

3

3

1 2

Dome, Zone 9 and Banana Peel exploration targets shown against 
background of major geological units and proximity to Zone 5 and Mango

1 21

2

3

4
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Whilst the immediate priority remains infill and extension drilling of the expansion deposits, the Company continues to advance a deep exploration pipeline

Results: South Dome

South



Exposure across asset lifecycle underpins long-term upside potential
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Multiple pathways to new resource discovery and/or further expansion of existing 237Mt
resource footprint

Near term growth from  
expansion deposits

Mango NE

Zeta NE

Zone 5 North

15 active exploration targets
Expansion

Zone 9

Selene S.Limb

South Dome

Kwebe North

Kwebe Central

Banana Peel

Zone 6 S.Limb

Chalcocite South

Chaclocite

Plutus

Banana 
Zone HG

Zeta 
UG

Selene
N.Limb

Zone 6 Ophion

Resource pipelineConceptExploration

Zone 5

Current Operations 

Cash flows from   
Zone 5 production

4

+4,040km2 property located in the most prospective area of the Kalahari Copper Belt maximises potential pathways to new resource discovery

4



• Commitment to Botswana, it’s People and Priorities

• Extensive and transparent community engagement

• Social Impact Assessment and monitoring

• Transparent Stakeholder Engagement

• Local Community Development

• Skills development and transfer

• Leadership and managerial accountability

• Employment Practices

• Human Rights Protection 

• Ethical and fair Business practices

• Anti-Bribery and Corruption

Sustainability (including ESG) at the core of Khoemacau’s strategy
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• Khoemacau Journey to Zero Harm

• Effective S&H Management Systems

• Demonstrated visible felt leadership

• Implemented Policies, Standards and Procedures

• Hi-Level of Emergency Preparedness

• Comprehensive health monitoring

Safety & Health

PeopleGovernance

• Environmental Stewardship

• Water Stewardship

• TSF aligned to international codes and best practices

• Waste management Stewardship

• Closure planning 

• Protection of sensitive Sites and biodiversity

• Decarbonization pathway (including renewable 
energy)

Environment

Achieving excellence in health, safety, environmental, and community, with continuous progress across all other dimensions
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Sustainability priorities
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(1) Per 200k hours. Over the 13.9m man hours worked from commencement of construction in January 2019 through construction completion and operations ramp up to the end January 2022.
(2) COVID related travel restrictions, quarantine and logistical impacts had the greatest impact in late 2021 as the UG Mine ramped up stoping in parallel to development operations. This reflects the skilled operator intensive nature of these activities and the scarcity of these skills being exacerbated during the pandemic.
(3) Examples include a) the The Baobab relocation and haul road routing initiative to protect and preserve these trees along the 35km haul route and b) the extensive risk assessment and mitigation measures around human and wildlife, (especially elephant), safety along this haul road.

Comprehensive ESIA’s
undertaken on all aspects of 

development, in compliance with 
IFC Standards

GHG emissions monitoring is 
ongoing

Ongoing focus on
sensitive sites, biodiversity and 

co-existence with wildlife(3)

Decarbonisation strategy 
underway; launched renewable 

energy project

Environmental Management

• Khoemacau operates in a remote part of the Kalahari Desert of NW Botswana

‒ Limited existing mine and human development, but also presence of wildlife and sensitive 
sites

• Botswana’s statutory permitting process requires extensive environmental and social impact 
assessments (ESIA) to be undertaken during project permitting

‒ Clear implementation of associated environmental management plans during mine 
construction and operations

TRIFR of 0.39 over 37 month 
project period(1)

73% of employees 
vaccinated against COVID

Comprehensive COVID response 
and management plans in place, 

collaborating closely with 
Government

COVID impacts on surface 
construction moderated, impact 
on UG mine more significant in 

late 2021(2)

Health & Safety

• Khoemacau placed employee and contractor safety as its highest priority 

‒ Recognition given to the risks associated with a new company transitioning from project 
construction and into ongoing operations

‒ New workforce and large numbers of workers on-site, peaking at c.2,500 in 2021

• Comprehensive management systems and controls were put in the place, emphasis was placed  
on senior management visibility and in the field supervision of all aspect of health & safety

• 2 of the 3 years of project construction were undertaken during the COVID pandemic

C
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Sustainability priorities (cont’d)
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• Khoemacau has recommissioned the Boseto Tailing Storage Facility (TSF), which was previously 
operated for 3 years by the previous owner

• The recommissioning design, construction and operation of the TSF, engineered in accordance 
with industry best practice, notwithstanding the low-risk nature of the TSF and environment:

‒ The TSF is conventional dry stack, with both underdrainage and circumscribing filter 
drains. It is not a flooded or valley fill TSF

‒ The TSF is located on very flat, stable terrain, distant from human habitation

Tailings Storage Facility Safety

• Khoemacau currently sources all electrical power from the National Grid while some 
underground and surface mobile fleet are diesel powered

• Notwithstanding the fact that Khoemacau is in the early stages of operations, development of a 
de-carbonisation strategy is already underway

• Khoemacau, as a high-grade underground mine, is fortunate to experience low energy intensity, 
while the local climate and geography are particularly conducive to solar energy generation

Decarbonisation Project and Solar Power Development

(1) Engineer of Record, Responsible Tailings Facility Engineer. 
(2) Global Industry Standard on Tailings Management, South African National Standard 10286  for Tailings, Anglo American Tailings Standard.

Operations led by leading 
contractor with decades of 

experience

TSF Governance includes an 
appropriately qualified and 

independent EoR, and employee 
RTFE (1)

Design and operational 
requirement are governed by the 

GISTM,  SANS10286 and AATS 
2019(2)

Existing TSF capable of holding 
100Mt of tailings (LoM

requirement with backfill)

Initial renewable energy 
generation target of 30% of 
steady state consumption of 

43MW

Technical assessment and 
economic viability of solar 

generation in 2022

Assessing alternatives to reduce 
carbon footprint and produce low 

carbon intensity copper

Project focus on working with 
Botswana authorities to achieve 

renewables targets
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Sustainability priorities (cont’d)
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• Khoemacau is located in the remote Kalahari Desert of NW Botswana

‒ The project site is c.40km – c.50km from local villages that are generally located along the 
regional highway

‒ Land occupiers adjacent to mining areas typically undertake low productivity cattle farming

• During feasibility and permitting phase of the project, ESIAs were undertaken in compliance with 
national legislation and IFC standards 

• Particular care taken to ensure depth and breadth of community and stakeholder engagement

Community Engagement & Development

(1) At Project peak c.30% of workforce were local or district 2/3rds of Site Management are Motswana.
(2) Project is still subject to detailed costing and review.
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Extensive and routine community 
engagement, with potentially 

affected communities

Community projects delivered by 
partnering with mine contractors 

focusing on real community 
needs and opportunities

Engagement addressed 
community concerns, disputes 
and opportunities, resulting in 

strong and sustainable relations

• Community chicken brooder
• New classroom development
• Local school female ablutions 
• Completing a medical clinic(2)
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New classroom development

Community chicken brooder
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• Khoemacau’s ability to deliver development of its mining project in such a short timeline reflects 
the strong support provided by all levels of Government in Botswana

• The Company recognizes the responsibility this places on it to deliver returns for the country, in 
addition to its duties of national employment and contributing to the fiscus through income 
taxes and mining royalties

Contributing to Botswana

Regular, open and honest 
dialogues with local and national 

authorities 

Development of human 
resources remains a priority for 
both own employees and those 

of contractors

Skills development embedded in 
the multi-year mining contract 

Local procurement preference 
where commercial and safety 

allows

Female student ablution and 
shower handover

Local school prize 
giving ceremony



Robust oversight with world class governance standards
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◼ 40 years international mining experience 
◼ Primarily with Phelps Dodge

◼ Managing Partner at GNRI
◼ 15 years PE experience

◼ 35 years gold and copper
◼ Newmont and Anglogold

◼ 18 years multi commodity experience 
◼ Xstrata, BHP

◼ 24 years international finance and mining  
◼ Placer Dome, Barrick Gold / Acacia and PWC

Dennis M. Bartlett Dave Ellis

Johan Ferreira
Executive Director, CEO

Dale Quaker
CFO Cupric

Jaco Maritz
CFO Khoemacau Copper Mining 

◼ Operating Executive & Head of Technical for 
Resource Capital Funds (RCF)

◼ 20 years in industry leadership positions

Calum K Semple

◼ 32 years international gold, copper and PGM 
◼ First Reserve, Rand Uranium and Gold Fields

John Munro
Executive Director, Corporate Finance

◼ Former permanent secretary of Botswana Ministry of 
Minerals Energy and Water Resources (MMEWR)

Boikobo Bashi Paya
Executive Director, Stakeholder Engagement, 
Sustainability & Compliance

◼ 24 years project management experience  
◼ Anglo American, Kumba, Mopani, Uranium One

Chrisjan van Wyk
Project Director

◼ 33 years international experience in project management, 
power, mining and consulting 

◼ Glencore / Xstrata

Warren Rigelsford
Chief of Staff, Expansion Study Director

◼ 10 years experience 
◼ Standard Chartered Bank

Mmama Mhlanga-Fichani
Vice President HR

◼ Managing Director (General Counsel) at GNRI
◼ 15 years PE experience

Richard Jennings

5

Executive Leadership

Non-Executive Leadership

◼ 35 years gold and copper
◼ Barrick, Newmont, Anglogold

Kevin Moxham
Khoemacau Mine GM
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Khoemacau in summary

◼ Operating in the emerging but highly prospective Kalahari Copper Belt, in the mining friendly region of Botswana, Khoemacau holds 168Mt of  high-grade resources at 2.09% copper and 
27.5g/t silver with production scaled from 60ktpa to >130ktpa and from 2Mozpa to 5Mozpa of Cu and Ag in concentrate, respectively, across a 20+ year mine life

Significant exploration 
potential

4 Extensive land package across the most prospective area 
of the Kalahari belt

Majority of property area is sparsely explored

✓

✓

Flagship Zone 5 mine and 
upgraded Boseto Plant, are in 
production as part of Current 
Operations

2 Paradigm changing Zone 5 orebody, ideally suited to modern fully mechanised UG mining

Zone 5 Current Operations to produce 60-65kt of copper and c.2Moz of silver metal in concentrates 
annually; ramp-up to full production is currently underway✓

✓

Focus on sustainability 
excellence

5
Renewable on-site power pathway

Industry best practice on TSF design✓

✓

In only 9 years, defined 168Mt of high-grade copper MI&I resources at 2.09% copper and 27.5g/t silver 

Located in a premier mining jurisdiction, with excellent access to local services and regional resources 

✓

✓

High quality asset base in an 
attractive jurisdiction

1

Brownfield expansion leveraging existing infrastructure and proven production 
method underpins pathway to >130ktpa copper metal in concentrate 
production profile

Low capital intensity
✓

✓Low risk brownfield 
Expansion

3
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